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Introduction following the Kantorovich method (ref. 2, pp. 304-327).
The one-dimensional analysis consists of two parts: cal-
- An analysis for predicting the buckling load of a
culation of the in-plane stress distribution prior to buck-
compression-loaded orthotropic plate with a centrally ling, hereafter referred to as the "prebuckling problem,"located cutout is presented in reference 1. In this ref-
and calculation of the plate displacements and load at
erence, the classical two-dimensional analysis for deter- buckling, hereafter referre:! to as the "buckling prob-
mining the plate buckling load is converted to an up- lem." The results from the prebuckling problem are
proximately equivalent one-dimensional analysis by up- used with the principle of minimum potential energy
proximating the plate displacements with kinematically and the Trefftz criterion (ref. 3, pp. 365-367) to obtain
admissible series. The accuracy of the one-dimensional
; the stability equations for the buckling problem.
• analysis is a function of the number of terms included
in these series. The objectives of this report are to de- Prebuckling
scribe the one-dimensional analysis for a particular dis-
placement series and to describe a computer program, As mentioned above, the in-plane displacements
BUCKO, associated with this analysis. The computer ? the middle surface of the plate, u ° and v°, are
program is both easy and inexpensive to use• _pproximated by truncated kinematicaUy admissible
The main body of this report presents an overview series• These series contain terms that are products of
of the basic assumptions used in the analysis, the trigonometric functions in the y-direction and unknown
derivation and solution of the governing equations, and generalized displacement functions in the x-direction.
a description of computer program BUCKO. The details The series for the in-plane displacements are
ef the analysis are presented in the appendixes along
appearing in the main body and appendixes are defined u°(x' _) = _ u°(x) + _ u2_- 1(z)cos (2k - 1)-_
in appendix A. The person interested in simply using _. k=l (1)
• of the report and the appendix containing the user's v°(z'_) = _ VOy + V2k_l(x)sin (2k- 1)_
" guide and sample problems. The remai,,ing sections of - i
this report present the details required to modify the where A is the loading parameter and N is the num- i
computer program, ber of trigonometric terms used. Substituting these
series into the membrane potential energy functional
Analysis and integrating over y reduces the potential energy to _ ;
The assumptions made in the one-dimensional anal- a one-dimensional form with the generalized in-plane i
ysis are outlined as follows. The plate is assumed to displacements Uo(X), u2_-l(x), and v2k-l(x) appear-
be a balanced, symmetric laminate with uniform thick- ing as unknowns. The constant v0 is a parameter _,which is selected to make the residual normal force on
.?
ness. The unloaded edges of the plate are simply sup- the unloaded edges of the plate equal to zero. The
" ported and the loaded edges are simply supported or are one-dimensional equilibrium equations are obtained by
• clamped. The cutout is centrally located with two mu-
tually orthogonal axes of symmetry that coincide with applying the principle of minimum potential energy. _,
the longitudinal and transverse axes of the plate. The These equations constitute a system of simultaneous _
geometry and the loading conditions used in the analy- linear second-order ordinary differential equations with I
sis are shown in figures 1 and 2, respectively. Loading variable coefficients. The second-order system of equa- !
tions is solved for the generalized displacements and I
;_ is applied by either uniformly displacing or uniformly
stressing two opposite edges of the plate. The plate has their derivatives, and these values are used to calculate }f
length L = 2c and width W = 2b. The origin of the co- the prebuckling stress distribution. The derivation of i
I ordinate system is at the center of the plate. The x-axis the one-dimensional prebuckling equations for N = 3 is
is parallel to the loading direction and the y-axis is per- presented in appendix B. The N = 3 analysis is used in
pendicular to the loading direction. The unloaded edges computer program BUCKO.
are free to expand in-plane in the y-direction. The plate Bucklingis assumed to deform it-to a symmetric shape having
mutually orthogonal axes of symmetry that also coin- The results from the prebuckling problem are used
cide with the plate axes. In-plane and out-of-plane dis- to determine the buckling load of the plate. The
placements are represented by truncated kinematically prebuckling stress distribution is substituted into the
admissible series which reflect the above assumptions, functional corresponding to the second variation of the
In reference 1 a one-dimensional formulation of the potential energy due to membrane and bending action
classical two-dimensional buckling analysis was derived of the plate. The out-of-plane deflection of the plate
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Figure 1. Geometry and coordinate system for a rectangular plate containing a centrally located cutout.
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(a)Uniform compressiveedge stress. (b)Uniform compressiveedge displacement.
Figure2.Loading conditions.
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middle surface w° is approximated by the truncated Algebraic eigenvalue problem for buckling. The
kinematically admissible series differential equations of the one-dimensional analysis
-" can be expressed as
s
w°Cx,y) = w__lCx)cos(2k- 1)_ C2) s
: where S is the number of trigonometric terms used. ,=1
_ Substituting this series into the functional and integrat- -- ),Hum-_,2n-1 [w2n-l(x)] } = 0
ing over y produces a one-dimensional form in which (m = 1,2.... ,S) (3)
" the generalized out-of-plane displacements at buckling
" W2k- 1 (z) appear as unknowns. The one-dimensional where L2m-l,?n-1 (') and H2m-l,2n-l(') are the differ-
stability equations are obtained using the Trefftz crite- ential operators and w2n-1 (x) are the generalized out-
rion. These equations constitute a system of simuitane- of-plane displacements at buckling. Using L,,(-) to rep-
ous linear fourth-order ordinary differential equations, resent any L2m-l,_,,-1 (') operator, H,s(-) to represent
The corresponding analysis for S = 3 is given in ap- any H2,_-1,2,_--1(') operator, and w(x) to represent any
pendix C. generalized buckling displacement, the form of these op-
erators can be expressed as
Numerical Solution of the Differential Equations
Lrs(W) = f](x)w(x) + [f2Cx)w'(x)]' + [f3(x)w(x)]"
The prebuckling and buckling equations are solved
4" fa(x)w"(x) q- [fs(x)w"(z)]" (4)
numerically to determine the buckling load of the plate.
The prebuckling analysis yields 2N + 1 simultaneous and
second-order homogeneous differential equations and
" 4N + 2 boundary conditions. Some of the equations for H,s(w) = Pl (X)W(X) -F [p2(X)Wt(Z)]'
r the boundary conditions are nonhomogeneous. Corn-
+ [p3(x)w(x)]' + pa(Z)w'(x) (5)puter program BUCKO uses a subroutine called PAS-
. VAR (ref. 4) to solve the prebuckli:g differential equa- where fk(z) and pk(X) are coefficients appearing in the
tions. This subroutine applies to both linear and non- differential operators and primes denote differentiation
• linear systems of simultaneous first-order ordinary dif- with respect to x.
ferential equations subject to two-point boundary con- In deriving the finite difference expressions for these ,
, ditions. To use PASVAR, the system of second-order operators, the definition of the ith station derivative
differential equations is converted to the correspond- based on equally spaced half central differences is used,
ing first-order system of equations. An example of this with the exception of the two terms in equation (5)
: conversion is also presented in appendix B for the pre- multiplied by P3(x) and P4(x). The definition of the ith
station derivative based on equally spaced full station
buckling analysis associated with N = 3. central differences is used for these terms, since they
The buckling analysis yields S simultaneous fourth- are the only terms in equations (4) and (5) from which
order ordinary differential equations. These differen- w '+1/2 and w '-1/2 unknowns would arise. Using this
tial equations are linear and homogeneous and have scheme for obtaining the finite difference expressions for
4S homogeneous boundary conditions. These homo- higher derivatives and derivatives of composition func-
geneous equations and boundary conditions constitute tions, the discretized form of the differential operators
an eigenwlue problem for the loading parameter A in given in equations (4) and (5) are
: equation {1). The smallest value of A for which a non- )trivial solution exists is taken as the critical value of the [L,s(w)l' = + w'-2 {'f '-1/A 4\5
loading parameter A_,. The corresponding critical load wi_l [{/._-1/2 f,--1 ) /Pc, is given by the value of the applied loading scaled + L\ 2 + 3 +/'_ h_
_ by the critical value of the loading parameter. The sub- -2 (/_ + I'-15 ) / A4]routine PASVAR cannot solve eigenvalue problems and
is not used to solve the differential equations for the +w' [f_-(f;+1/2 + ,t.;-1/2+ 2f_+ 2.f_) /A sbuckling problem. Central finite differences are applied
'"+'+ +to the buckling differential equations and the boundary + _,5
" conditions. This algebraic eigenvalue problem is solved
i' for the critical buckling load of the plate. In the fol- +w,+l [(f_+l/2+ 1,+] ) /3 + f_ A2
"_ lowing discussion, the algebraic eigenvalue problem for
the buckling analysis is presented. Also, the modifica- -2',sI '+l + t_)/A4]
_' tions required to use PASVAR in solving the prebuck-




NASA Langley Research Center. The computer pro-
+ w* p_ - p_ A2 gram is composed of a main program, 10 subroutines,
and 107 function subprograms, totaling approximately
+w'+l[p_+l/2//@+(p_+'+p_4)/2A ] (7) 3600 lines of computer code. Tb_ main program, pro-
gram subroutines, and function subprograms are de-
scribed i_ this section.
where the superscripts refer to the finite difference sta- The purposes of the main program are to read the
tion. Applying equations (6) and (7) to the operators input data file and to assemble the arrays used in
appearing in equation (3) at each interior station and the prebuckling and buckling problems. To minimize
applying the basic difference expressions for the deriva- storage requirements, the arrays are stored in a master
tives to the boundary conditions yields the algebraic vector. The locations of the variables contained in the
eigenvalue problem master vector are determined in the main program.
The subroutine PREBUK is the major subroutine
[K]{w} = A[g]{w} (8) used in the prebuckling problem. This subroutine
computes the approximate prebuckling stress distribu-
The matrices [K] and [g] are square matrices of order tion. Subrout;nes JACOB1, JACOB2, F1, and F2
S(M - 2), where M is the total number of difference are used in subroutine PREBUK. Subroutines JACOB1
stations. The vector {w} contains the out-of-plane dis- and JACOB2 determine the Jacobian matrices for the
placements at the interior difference stations. Because system of differential equations corresponding to the
of the self-adjointness of the differential operators of displacement loading case and to the stre,_ : loading case,
equation (3), the matrices [K] and [g] are symmetric, respectively. Subroutines F1 and F2 calculate the co-
In addition, since the bending energy is positive deft- efficients of the differential equations corresponding to
nite, the matrix [K] is also positive definite. The small- the two loading cases. Function subprograms OMG1
est value of A for which equation (3) has a nontrivial through OMG16 calculate the variable coefficients in
solution is the critical value of the loading parameter, the differential equations. The coefficients are functions
The finite difference and algebraic eigenvalue prob- of the cutout shape f(x). The cutout shape is deter-
lem formulations for the one-dimensional buckling anal- mined by the function subprogram R which is presently
ysis corresponding to S = 3 are presented in ap- set up for elliptical and rectangular shapes and may
pendix D. be modified easily to include other shapes. Subroutine
PREBUK callsubroutinePAS'v_.R,which performs
Modifications for the stress loading case. The pre- the actual numerical solution of the prebuckling equa-
tions.buckling displacement field for the stress loading case
can be determined only to within an arbitrary constant. The major subroutine used in the buckling solu-
This constant represents a rigid body displacement. In tion phase is BUCKL. This subroutine computes the
finite difference coefficients, assembles the finite differ-the present analysis, the Jacobian matrix for the pre-
buckling differential equations (used in subroutine PAS- ence equations, and computes the buckling load. Actual
VAR) is singular because the displacement field is not calculation of the eigenvalues is performed by subrou-
unique. A procedure that corresponds to eliminating tine SYMGEP, which is obtained from the NOS math
rigid body displacements from the displacement field is ematics library. From the eigenvalues, the critical value
of the applied loading is computed For the disp]ace-to reduce the number of prebuckling differential equa-
tions and to rearrange the unknown generalized dis- ment loading case, the buckling load is obtained from
placements. Appendix E describes these modifications the average normal stress acting at the loaded edged
of the plate. For the stress loading case, the bucklingto the prebuckling equations for the stress loading ease
for N = 3. displacement is taken as the average axial displacement
of the loaded edges of the plate. Other output gener-
Description of Computer Program ated by the program are the prebuckling stress distribu-
tion, the buckling mode shape, the buckling coefficient,
Computer program BUCKO is written in FOR- and average axial and transverse strains at buckling.
TRAN V for the Control Data Corporation (CDC) A user's guide and program sample problems are de-
CYBER 170-series computers and is operational on scribed in appendix F.
4
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ConcludingRemarks Bucklingresultsgeneratedby the computerprogram
arevaluesofthecriticalxialload,criticalend short-
Thisreportpresentedan approximateanalysisfor ening,bucklingcoefficient,bucklingmode shape,criti-
predictingthebucklingloadofarectangularo thotropic calaverageaxialstrain,and criticalveragetransverse
platewith a centrallylocatedcutout.The analysis strain.
isapplicabletoplatesthatarecompresseduniaxially
by eitheruniformedgedisplacementor uniformedge
Dormal stress.The boundary conditionsconsidered LangleyResearchCenter
aresimplysupportedunloadededgesand cl_Impedor NationalAeronauticsand SpaceAdministration
, simplysupportedloadededges.A computerprogram, Hampton, VA 23665




!Appendix A Hi finite difference coefficients defined by
equations (D19), (D20), and (D21)
Symbols
i [Hrs(w)] _ discretized differential operators
_. defined by equation (7)
A cutout dimension defined in figure 1
Hxo,..., Hz5 integrals defined by equations (Cll),
" AI_, A22, membrane stiffness coefficients of Hyo ..... Hys (C12), and (C13)
'I.i At2, Ass plate Hzyl, • ••, Hz_s
b rectangular plate half-width [K] system stiffness matrix
c rectangular plate half-length [/_] system stiffness matrix before applica-
[C], Csj coefficients defined by equa- tion of the boundary conditions
tions (C32) L rectangular plate length
d circular cutout diameter Lij(.) differential operators defined by
Denl,Den2 terms defined by equations (B59) equations (C39)
D} finite difference coefficients defined by [Lr_(w)] i discretized differential .)perators
equations (D13), (D14), and (D15) defined by equation (6)
D11, D22, bending stiffness coefficients of plate M number of finite difference stations
D12, Dee N number of terms in the prebuckling
E_ finite difference coefficients defined by displacement series
equations (D4), (DS), and (D6)
Nx, N_, Nzv membrane stress resultants
f(x) function representing cutout shape
(see fig. 1) N2 applied uniform stress loading
fk(T) coefficients defined by equation (4) Nzo,..., Nz5 stress resultants defined by equa-
Nyo,..., Nus tions (B39), (B40), and (B41)
F integrand defined by equation (C35) Nz_I,..., Nz_s
Fro, FB2 integrals defined by equations (C33) pk(x) coefficients defined by equation (5)
F_ finite difference coefficients defined by Pro, Pro2:PB21 integrals defined by equations (C33)
equations (D7), (D8), and (Dg) p_ finite difference coefficients defined by
F_o,..., Fx5 integrals defined by equations (C14), equations (DI0), (Dll), and (D12)
Fyo,..., F_s (C15), and (C16)
Fx_l, .... Fz_5 Pt applied axial force
[g] system geometric stiffness matrix Py residual force on the unloaded edges
[(_] system geometric stiffness matrix Pzo, .... P_s integrals defined by equations (C17),
before application of the boundary P_o,..., P_5 (C18), (C19), and (C20)P_I,..., P_y5
conditions Pyzl,..., P¢ffi5
[G], G_' coefi,cients defined by equations (C7) QB,-, Qm2, QB_I integrals defined by equations (C33)
Gin, GB_ integrals defined by equations (C33) Q_o,..., Qzs integrals defined by equations (C21),
G_. finite difference coefficients defined by Q_o .... , Q_5 (C22), (C23), and (C24)
equations (D16), (DI7), and (D18) Q_I,..., Qx_5
Gxo .... ,Gx5 integrals defined by equations (C8), Qv=l,..., Qyx5
Gyo,..., G_s (C9), and (C10) Rm, Rm2, Rs_ integrals defined by equations (C33)
: Hm, HB_ integrals defined by equations (C33) R_o,..., R-_ integrals defined by equations (C25),i R_o.... ,P_ (c2_),(c27),and(c_)
' H_' (.) differential operators defined by R_ t,,.., R_
: equations (C40) R_=_,..., P,_=_
6
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"_ S number of terms in the buckling XI cutout dimension defined in figure 1
displacement series
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates
UB plate bending energy Yl,..., Yl_ variables defined by equations (B42)
Uzs plate initial stress energy through (B49)
Urn, Um membrane strain energy and mere- yss a constant, see equation (E5)
brane strain energy density Yo.... , Y12 variables defined by equations (El)
: u°, v° prebuckling displacements in the x- _ displacement series parameter, 7r/2b
and y-direction, respectively
A distance between equally spaced finite
Uo,U2k-l,v2k-1 generalized displacements for the difference stations
" prebuckling problem
6 variational operator
Vo displacement series parameter
_=o,¢y°,%yo midplane membrane strains
{w} buckling displacement vector
fl,-.., fl0 coefficients defined by equa-
w° out-of-plane displacement tions (B58)
W2k-1 generalized displacements for the 01,..., 02a coefficients defined by equa-
buckling problem tions (B60)
wl, w3, ws values of the generalized displace- A loading parameter
ments
f_l,...,f216 integralsdefinedby equations(B6)
W rectangular plate width





Prebuckling Analysis for N = 3
The in-plane disulacements prior to buckling are assumed to be
u°(:r,,a) : A u0(x) 4- Eu2/c_l(Z) cos[(2k - l)'Ty]
3 - ,BI)
t where A is a loading parameter, -y = _r/2b, and the functions uo(z), u l (z), us(z), us(x), vl (z), v3(z), ana ,s_(z) are
the generalized displacements to be determined. The parameter Vo is a constant which is determined by requiring
that the unloaded edges have zero resultant forces acting on them. Substituting these expressions into the linear
strain-displacement relations from two-dimensional theory of elasticity yields
_x°= A ulo(z) + u_k_l(Z) cos [(2k - 1)'7y]
k----I
" "/°_ = A { _ [vl21c-l(z) - (2k- l)'Tu2k-ltx)] sin[(2k-1)'yy] }k=l
where primes denote differentiation with respect to z. The membrane strain energy for the plate, which is assumed
to deform symmetrically, is
Urn = [A11(¢°) 2 + A22(e_) 2 + 2A12(e_°¢_) + Ass('7°y) 2] dy dx (B3)
(=)
where f(z) is the curve shown in figure I and the A_j are the orthotropic membrane stiffness coefficients. Substituting
the expressions for the strains into the membrane strain energy and performing some algebraic manipulations yields
C . l I I I I
- U.n = ._ U.) ('_o, u_), ul, u I , ua, u 3 , us, u5 , vl, vl, v3, va, vs, v_) dz (B4)
where
O,n = [A,l(U_o) 2 + Aaav_o + 2A,au_ovo] fll
+ [A_,(._)'+25A_ + 10A_._._]_
+2[A_._ +A_n_0_+A_ C_-_ +_o_)1_
+ 2 [AIIU_oU_ + 3A2a'Tvova + AI_ (3"/U_oV3+ VoU_)] fls
+ _[A_u_,u_+ _A2_0_ +A_ (s_u_ + _ou_)]_o
• + 2 [AI_u_u_ + 3Aaa'72vlv3 + A1_'7 (u_vx + 3U_V3)] f14
+ _[A.u_u[+ _A..._'.,_._+A_.'_(3u[.,_+_u_._)]_








+ 2 [A66(v_ - "Tu,)Cvt3- 3"/u3)] f_7
_t




f_l(X) = dy = b- f(x) (B6a)
(x)
fl2(z) = cos7y dy = 1 {1 - sin[_/f(x)]} (B6b)
(x) "7
f_3(x) = cos 33'y &.l = - _-=_.{1+ sin[3"Tf(x)]} (B6c)
, (=)
n4(z) -- cos,_ycos3-_ydy = -7:. sin[2"_f(z)]+ sin[4"_f(x)] (B6d)
(_/
as(z) = cos2-_ d_ = [b- f(:_)l- _in[2"_f(z)l (fl6e)
fy b _ _',1
12e(x) = cos2 3_,y dy = [b - f(x)] - _ sin[6"yf(x)] (B6f)
(=)
nT(z) -- sin-wsin3_y dy = -= sin[2"_f(z)]- sin[4-yf(z)] (B6g)
(=)
ns(z) = sin2,_ dy= [b- f(z)l + _ sin[2"_f(z)] (B6h)(=/
n_(z) -- sin23-_ d_ = [b-/(_)1 + _ sin[6"_f(z)] (B6i)(x)
fl,o(z)= cos 5"/y dy = _-={1 - sin[53,f(x)]} (B6j)
(=)
ffb "_'_1 { 41 sin[8,Tf(z)] } (B6k)
_H(z) = cos3"/ycos5_/yd = -7_. sin[2"Tf(x)]+
(_)
/; '1' ' }cos,_cos5-_ d_ = - sin[4"_f(z)]+ sin[6'_f(z)] (B61)
f/b _ 1 sin[10,f(z)] (B6m)iq_3(z) = cos _ 5'7y dy = [b - f(x)] -(=)
F/_a(z) = sin3"TysinS"Ty dy = -_-_ sin[2"Tf(z)] - sin[8"/f(z)] (B6n)
i f/z_(z) ffi sin',/ysinS_y dy = - sin[4"_f(z)] - sin[6"/f(z)] (B6o)
_" f b _ 1 sin[10'Tf(z)] (B6D),_ i_e(z) : sin_ 5'7y dy : [b- f(z)] +, y(=)
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APPENDIX B
When the loading is a uniform compressive edge displacement, no external work is done to the system. However,
when the loading is a uniform compressive edge stress, that is,
N.(±c, y) = -AN ° (B7)
the external work is
we -_g [:(x,"_--+°= Y)]_:=-cdy (B8)
b
\
The parameter N_' is the applied stress shown in figure 2, and A is the loading parameter previously defined.
Substituting the displacements given by equations (BI) into equation (BS) for the external work yields
We = -A2.ft_ ]-b [u0(x) + ul (x) cos _y + u3(x) cos 3_y + us (x) cos 5-W]:--+: dy (B9)
The symmetry of the problem allows the external work to be expressed as






93(c) = ./n cos3"_y dy = f_3(-c)
/:ftlo(c)= cos5"/ydy = _1o(-c)
the external work can be expressed as
z:+c
We = -2A2/_r: [al (Z)_0(:r) -1" a2(X)"l (Z) -b l"/3(x)u3(Z) + alO(X)us(x)]x=_ c (BI2)
The total potential energy of the system is
Y = U.,- We (B13)
\
whichcan beexpressedas
/+_= Us, Us, Us,Vl,v_,v3,v3,vs,v_) dz+ + + + ,,:ousj_=__c
(m4)








Differential equations (on -c < x < +c)
_0
ao. d (o0._=o ao, d__av'_/
Oul dz
_,ou,_) 00. d (o0._ 0 (B15)
Or) 3"
oo. d {oo_ d_\ ov;)
00.. d (00. / :0 Ov, dz _ av_ ) =0
Boundary conditions (at x = +c)
(oo )
- koul +2n_R; _, =o (ooq
\ _ +2n3_°) 6u_=o (oo.
, loom ) _o-_16v5:o
". _,Ou,s + 2flloR_. 6u_ = 0
Substituting the expression for 0,n given by equation (B5) into equations (B15) and (B16) gives
Differential equations (-e < x < +e)
z
d
• d"z[(Allul° _"A12vo) fll + (AIlu I + A12"Tvl) 12_
+ (AHu'3 + 3AI2"/v3) _"_3+ (Alluls + 5A12705) _1o] = 0 (B17)
d
+ "d_r[(AHu'o+ a,=vo) tl_ + (A_,u'3+ 3A,2"Wa)fl,
/
+ (A_u_ + 5A12"Ivs) _12 + (A_lu_ + A_Tv_) fls] = 0 (B18) ]
3Ase"/[(v_ - "/uz) fir + (v_ - 3"/u3) fig + (v_ - 5'/u_) fll,=] !
d
+ "_z[(A"u_° + A,=vo) f13+ (A,_u_ + A_zTv,) fla i
I
+ (A_u_a * 3At_/t,a) fie + (AllU_ + 5A_'/Vs) f_z_l = 0 (B19) i!
sA_ [(,i- _u,)n,_+ (,4- 3_u_)_ + (,i - _=_)n,d
d
a.-- [(AI,Co + Al=vo)D._o+ (Al_u_+ At_'Iv,)fl,=






"7 [(AI2 0 + A22v0) fi2 "4- (Al2u_ + A22'TVl) n5
+ (A,2u_3 + 3A22'Tv3) fi, + (Av2u_ + 5A22"Tvs) fi12]
d {A66 [(v_ - "Tul) n s "4" (v_ - 3"/u3) f}7 + {v_ - 5'Tus) file}} = 0 (B21)dz
3"7 [(AI2u_ + A22vo _ fi3 -F (AI2U] "4- A22"TVl) _4
+ (a12u_+ 3A,2"7_)fio+ (A,,ut+ 5a_"Tv_)fi,,]
d
dz {As6 [(v_ - "7ul) D7 + (v_ - 3"7u3) fig + (V_ -- 5"TUn)fi14]} = O (B22)
5"7[(A12u'0 + A22vo) f}lo + (At2u'l + A22"Tvl) f112
+ (A12u_ + 3A22"Tv3)fill + (A12u_s+ 5A22"TVs)fi,3]
d
dz {Ass [(v'! - "7u1) f21s + (v_ - 3"}'u3) fi14 + (v_ - 5"7u5) fit6]} = 0 (B23)
Boundary conditions (z = +c)
}+o+ (Allu_ + 3A12"Tv3) -Q3_- (AHu_ + 5Al2"Tvs) i_xo + _1 6uo -c = 0 (B24)
f f-
, { I(A,,u'o+ At2vo)n2+ (Aliu'l+ Atz"7"t }fls
k L
+ (A,,u_ + 3A,2"Tv3)fi4 + (Allu_ + 5A12"Tvs)"12 + fi2N °] *th }+i =0_ (B25)
{ [(Attu_ + At2vo)fla+(Anu_ + Ai2"Tvt)n,
+ (Alltt 3 + 3A,2"Tv3) fi6 + (AllU5 + 5A12"Tvs) fill + fi3 *l.t3 -* = 0 (B26)
{[(Attu_+ A,2vo)nm+(A,tu" + At2"Tv,)n,2
] }+°+ (Al_u_3 + 3A12"/v31F/11 + (Ai,u_s + 5A12"Iv51 fi13 + fil02_ r° _tt5 -c = 0 (B27)
{[(v',- "Tu,)ns + (v_- 3"7u3)n7+ (v_- 5"Tus)n]s]_v,}_+cc= 0 (B28)
{[(v',- "Tu,)n, + (v_- 3"7u3)fi_+ (v_- 5"Tus)nn4]6vs}_+cc--0 (B29)
{[(vi- "Tu,)nl5+ (v_- 3"7u3)n,4+ (v_- 5"7u5)file]6v5}+:= 0 (B30)
The boundaryconditionsforthetwoloadingcasesinvestigatedinthepresentstudyaregivenby
Uniform compressive edge displacement
u°(:l:c, y) = q:_ A N,y(:t:c, y) = 0 (B3D
Unifo, m compressive edge stress




: Substituting the displacement series (eqs. (B1)) into the displacement boundary conditions given in equa-
tions (B31) and collecting like terms gives the following conditions:
uo(_c)= =F_A u3(±c)=0 } (B33), + 0 s( C) 0
Using the consti mtive relations of two-dimensional orthotropic elasticity and the strain-displacement equations given
"- by equations (B2) yields
. Nz = A[(A11u_) + A,2vo) + (Allu_ + A,2"Tv1) cos fly
+ (Allu_ + 3A12_v3) cos 3_,y + (Alln_ + 5A12_v5) cos 5'7y] (B34)
N=v = )_A66 [(v_ - "_Ul)sin'_y + (u_ - 3_/u3) sin 3"_y + (v_ - 53us) sin 53y] (B35)
Substituting these expressions into equations (B31) and (B32) yields the following conditions for the prescribed
normal stress boundary condition in equations (B32),
A,lu_o(±C) + A12vo = __o )
A,,u_(±_)+ A,2_v,(±°)= 0 / (B36)
Allu_(±c) + 3A12"Tv3(±c) = 0
" . ( c) 5A,2"_vs(±c)= 0
and for the shear stress boundary conditions in equations (B31) and (B32),
v_(±c)- _ul(±c)= 0 )
= v_3(±c) - 33u3(±c) = 0 / (B37)_ c) 5_.s( c)
Inspection of the conditions given by equations (B33), (B36), and (B37) reveals that these conditions are admissible
since they satisfy the boundary conditions derived from the variational procedure.
Upon solution of the system of ordinary differential equations for a specific loading case, the stress resultants can
be obtained from the following equations:
Nx = A(N_o + N_I cos "TY+ N_,3cos 3'7y + N_s cos 5'7y) _
N, = A(N,o + N,, cos _/y + N_3 cos 3_1/+ N,s cos 5_y) / (B38)N.y ( z_l sinw + Nz_3 sin _y + Nz_s sin 5_y)
where
Nxo = A,,ulo + A,2vo
Nz, = A,,u_+ A,2_v,
(B39)
Nffi3= Allu_ + 3A12"_,_3
N=s = Azzu_ + 5Az2"_vs
N,_o= A_u'o+ A2_,_o
]N_ = A,2u_+ A_'_v_ (B40)" _ N_._ = AI_U_ + 3A_'_v3
'-.',. _ 13
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APPENDIX B
N=u3 -- Ae6(V_ - 3"_uz) / (B41)=us = A66(v_ - 5"yus)
The differential equations given by equations (B17) through (B23) constitute a system of linear second-order
homogeneous ordinary differential equations with variable coefficients, and these equations are solved numerically for
the generalized displacements and their derivatives. To make use of existing computer subroutines, the second-order
system is converted to an equivalent first-order system. The undetermined functions appearing in the displacement
series are redefined as follows:
uo(z)= m
vl(z) = us
ul(z) = Y2 vz(z) -- Y6 (B42)
_,3(=)= y3 vs(x)= y7
us(z) = y4
In addition, the following functions are defined as
A ' A ' A 'Y8 = ( flY1 -F Al2v0)al "Jr-(A11y_ + A]2"_Ys)fl2 + ( flY3 + 3A,2_y6)a3 + ( llY4 -I- 5A12"TyT)alo (B43)
A ' ' A 'Y9= ( llYl + Al2vo)a_ + (AllY2 + Alz"/ys)a5 + ( llY3 4- 3A12'Ty6)a4 -{-(AllY'4 + 5A12'TyT)a12 (B44)
mo= (A.y_ + A,:o)a_ + (A.u'_+ A,:yyda_ + (A,,y_+ 3A,_-yys)a8+ (A. _, + 5A,:_y,)a. (B45)
= A ' A ' ' 'YH ( 11Yl + A1zvo)am + ( HY2 + A12"Tys)a12 "f"(AIIYs "I-3Al2"Yy6)al] "I- (AllY4 -[- 5A12"TY7)a13 (B46)
Yl_ = A66 [(y_ - 3"7y3) a7 + (y_ - 5"7y4) Sis + (y_ - "7y2) as] (B47)
yl3 = As6 [(y_ - "7Y2) a7 + (y_ - 3-yy3) ag + (y_ - 5"7y4) a14] (B48)
YI4 = A66 [(Y5 -- "/Y2) _IS "{"(Y6 -- 3"Yy3) a14 + (Y_ -- 5_'y4) a16] (B49)
Substituting expressions (B43) through (B49) into the governing differential equations yields
y_ = 0 (B50)




+ (A12y_3+ 3"_A22ye) a4 + (A,2y_4 + 5-_A22yT)al_] - Y_2= 0 (B54)
3_[(AI2z4+A22vo)a3 + (A_2u_+A22qus)a4
+ (A12y_ + 3A_z"/ye) as "f"(A12y_4"4"5A2_'TyT)all]--Y_3 = 0 (B55)
i s_[(A12u_+A22vo)_io+ (A_2u_+A22_s)al2
+ (Al2_ + 3Az2"_U_)flu + (A_ + SA22_U_)fh_]- _4 = o (BSe)
] The equivalent first-order system of differential equations is obtained by solving equations (B43) through (B46)




: and then substituting these values into equations (B54) through (B56) to obtain Y_2, Y_s, and Y_4" The resulting
i first-order system is given by A12 _zPs + f2Y9+ f3]/Io + _4]/1z (B57a)
,I ' v0 -t-]/z -- Azz AzlDenl
i A12 _2]/s+ fs]/9 + fe]/1o+ _TYzl (B57b)
_' ]/2 = - A"_llTM + A,lDenl
i 3AI2 _3]/s + _s]/9+ ¢s]/1o+ ¢9]/11 (B57c)I
-_ ]/3 ----- --'-_ii-ii TM +, AHDenl
5A12 _4Y8 "_- _?]/9 _- _9]/10 Jr" fl0]/ll (B57d)
' Y4 = --'A--_-itTM + A11Denl
01_912 + 01e]/13+ Oz_]/t4 (B57e)9s = "792+ A_Den2
016Y12 + 018]/13 -I" 019]/14 (B5?f)
]/_ = 3"_]/3+ AsoDen2
OtTyz2 + 0zg]/z:3+ 02o]/14 (B57g)]/3 = 5W4 + A66Den2
, (BSTh)
• ' 9s --0
# (B57i)
" (B57j)
'_-i ]/_0 = --3"7]/13
-_: ]/;1 = --5"_]/14 (B57k)
Az2
, AzzA2_ - A22. 7[f_2vo + "_(fI5]/5 + 3n4]/6 + 5_'_12]/7)]+ _111 "_9 (B57l)YI2 =
- ' A11
"' 3A;2 "_]/lo (B57m)
': ]/_3= AIxA22 - A2123"/I_3v0 + _ (_4]/S + 3_ezJ6+ 5nll]/7)] +: Azl
• 2
]/_4= AzzA22 --Az25_./ [_zovo + "7(_12]/s + 3n11_6 + 5_1397)] -1_5Az2 _TYzz (B57n)Azz Azz
where
_;z= fl_z07 + flz20s + fizs0z fs = fho0]_ + _013 + _zz0s '_
• f2 = _zsO2- _zz09 - fhoOs _ = -_zo02 - flzz0s - flz_O_
f3 _-" _1303 "_"[_Z20"° -- I'll007 fS "_ _'_ZOOl4 -- _Z2013 "l"_'_1306 (B58)
_5 -'_ _10010 "_- _'_11011 "_"_'_1304 fl0 _-"_303 + _'_40s "_"_606
Denl = 0e02z + OaO_ + 0s023 - fiz_ (_f_o + 0_fZz_) - fizo (0_[1_2 + 0zflzo) / (B59)
Den2 = 02oflze + 0z?flzs + 0zg_;, )
0z7 = flTfl_ - flgfhs
020= _ls{19 - G_ (B60)
Oe= _s - n] 0_ = fl_fl_2- _o 82_ = (l_l'1_,s- 2Nzoflzx
; O? fi4fiz_ - ftsfizz Oxs= fltefl_ - f_4 8_s= f_qfZzs- 2[lzzfh_





•I The boundary conditions for the two loading cases are obtained from equations (B33), (B36), and (B37) and areI
I summarizedasfollows:
J Uniform compressive edge displacement
! y1('4"c) = q:_ (B61a)
y2(ic) = 0 (B61b)
ys(+c) = 0 (B61c)
y4(+c) = 0 (a61d)
i 015(-["C)Y12(+C) "[" 016(+c)Y13(+C) "{-017(+C)Y14(+C) _---O (B61e)
016(+C)Y12("I=C)Jl- OIS("I-C)_[13(-I-C)._U019(--[-C)_14(-4-C)= 0 (B61f)
017(+c)y12(+c) + 010('t'c)y13(+c) + 020(+c)y14(:1:c) = 0 (B61g)
W Uniform compressive edge 8tressi
•t _-,(+c)us(+c)_.,(+c)yg(+c)_-3(+c)ylo(+c)+_,(+c)y,,(+c)= -_.°Denl(+c) (B62a)
I
:_ f2('l-c)ye('4-C) "{-fS('l-C)yg(-t-C) "}-fe(-}-c)Ylo(-I-c) -t- fT( +c)Y11( +c) = 0 (B62b)
-_ _'3(+e)_,(+c)_'s(+c)_o(+c)_s(+c)y_o(±c)+,,'o(+c)_'x_(+d= 0 (B62c)
f4(+c)ys(+c) + fT(±C)yg(+c) + fg(±C)YlO(+c) + fl.o(+c)yll (+c) = 0 (B62d)
01s(+c)y12('l-c) + 018(+c)y13( +c) + 017(+c)yx4( +c) = 0 (B62e)
016(±c)Y12(+c) + 01s(+c)y13(+c) + 019(+c)Y14(+c) = O (B62f)
017(+c)Y12('I'c) + 019(+c)yla(+c) + 02o(+c)_/14(+c) = 0 (B62g)
For the uniform compressive stress loading, the differential equations and boundary conditions must be modified to
make use of subroutine PASVAR. The modifications are given in appendix E. After numerical solution of the first-
ordersystemofequations,thestressresultantsaregivenby equations(B38)and equations(B39)through(B41).
Intermsofthefirst-orderva iables,equations(B39)through(B41)become
Nzo = flYa + f2Yo + f3Ylo + f4YHDenl (B63a)
N..I =. f2_/8 "[- _.5_9 "_"f6_lO "JC_'7_11Denl (B63b)
Nx3 = f3Ys + feYo+ fsYlo + fgyllDenl (B63c)
Nzs = f4Ys + fTyo + foYlo + flOYllDen1 (B63d)
Nyo = AI1A2_ - A" Ax2 ,,A,, ,2 vo + _ (B63e)All ivzu
N_I = AHA22 -A 2 Ax2_, (B63f)A11 12"/Ys + A1"--_TM
._AuA_2 - A_12 Ax_ ,,,. (B63g)








iVzy I = 01sYI2 -)¢" _16_J13 "I- 817Y14Den2 (B63i)
Nzy3 = 016Y12 + 018Y13 J¢- 019Y14
Den2 (B63j)
Nxy5 -_ 017Y12 + 019913 + 020Y14 (B63k)Den2
+j 17 + •
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Appendix C
Buckling Analysis for S--3
The prebuckling stress resultants used in this analysis are
N_(_,y)=a N_o(_)+_ N_(_._,)(_)cos[(2k- l/_yl
k=l
. N_(x, y) = A Nyo(z) + _ N_(2k-l)(x) cos[(2k - l)_y] (C1)
k=l
3
where A is a loading parameter, "7 = Ir/2b, and the functions N=o(z), Nz,(x). Nan(z), N_s(x), Nyo(X), N_I(z),
Nya(x), Nys(x), Nzvl(x), Nzva(x), and Nzys(x) are determined from the prebuckling analysis given in appendix B
(see eqs. (B38) through (B41)). The series representation used for the out-of-plane buckling displacement is
3
_o(_,y)=_ _,_,(=)cos[(2i- l)_y] (c2)
_. 3'=1
where the prescribed trigonometric functions satisfy both the kinematic and natural boundary conditions for a
simply supported edge at y = +b. The initial stress energy (contribution of the prebuckling stress distribution to
the second variation of the potential energy) for the plate, which is assumed to deform symmetrically, is
=
Ff[U,s J-_ Jf(=) N= (w,%)2 + Ny (w,°y)a + 2Nay {w° w° _1= _ '= 'Yd dydz (C3)
where f(x) is the curve shown in figure 1 and ( ),= and ( ),_ denote partial differentiation with respect to the x-
and y-coordinates, respectively. Substituting the series expressions for the stress resultants (eqs. (C1)) and buckling
displacement (eq. (C2)) into the initial stress energy (eq. (C3)) and integrating over the y-coordinate yields




'Gll GI2 0 GI4 GIS 0 GI? G18 0'
G== 0 G24 Gas 0 G_7 Gas 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G,4 G45 0 G,=7 G4s 0
i [G]= G55 0 G57 Gss 0 (C6)
0 0 0 0









GI_ = NyoGvo + N_IGvl + N_sG_s + NysG_5 (C7a)
G12 = N_ylG_yl + N_sG_y3 + N=ysG=y5 (C7b)
G,4 = NyoP_o+ Ny,Pyl+ Nu3Py3+ N_sPys (C7c)
: Gls = N_IP_xl + N,_aP_=3 + N, vsP_=5 (C7d)
G17 = NyoQyo + NylQ_I + Ny3Qv3 + NysQvs (C7e)
GlS = N=vlQy=I + N_y3Qy=3 + N_sQy_5 (C7f)
.; G22 = NzoG=o -t-N_IG=I + N_3G=3 + NxsG=s (C7g)
G24 = N=yl Pzyl + N_y3Px_3 + NzysP::ys (C7h)
G2s = N, oP, o + N_,Pz, + N,3P_3 + NxsP_s (C7i)
G27 = N=u,Q_v, + N=u3Q=u3 + N=_sQ=vs (C7j)
G_s = N=oQ=o + N=IQ=I + N=3Q=3 + N=sQxs (C7k)
G44 = NyoHyo + NvlHyI + N_3Hy3 + NysHvs (C71)
G45 = N=ul H=vl + N=yaH=u3+ N=ysH_us (C7m)
G47 = NvoRyo + Ny,P_,+ N_3R_3 + NysR_,s (C7n)
G4s = N=vtRv=_ + N=v3Rv=3 + N=vsRv=s (C7o)
[-} Gss = N_oH=o + NzlH=I + N=3Hz3 + N_sH=s (C7p)
.: Gs7 = N=u_R=_ + N=t_3R=v3+ N,,ysR=us (C7q)
Gss = N=oR=o+ N=_R=_ + N=3R=3 + N=sR=s (C7r)
G_s = N=v_F_v_ + Nz_aF=v3 + N=_sF=_s (C7t)
; Gss = NzoF=o + N=zF=z + Nz3F=3 + NzsF=s (C7u)
G=o = "TYdy = z[b - f(x)] - sin[2,_f(x)]
(cs )
(=)
G=, = cos3 "_y dy = (2 - sin [-/f(x)] {2 + cos2 [-_f(x)] }) (C8b)
(=) 3-_
b 1 (2 -- sin ['ff(=)l {2 + cos _ ['_f(z)] + t2 cos4 ['if(x)]}) (C8c)G_3 = cos_ _/ycos 3'7]/dy =(=)
b -- 1 {8 + 35 sin [3"Tf(z)] + 42 sin [5q,/(z)] + 15 sin [7'7/(x)}} (C8d)G=s = cos2 'TYcos 5'7y dy =(=)
fyb _/_{ 1 sin [2,,/f(x)] } (C9a)Guo = 72 sin= ,_y dy = -_- [b - f(x)l +(=)
b "_{1 - sin3 ['Tf(z)]} (COb)G_ = -_ sin _ _/ycos "TYdy = -_Y(=)







/;G_5= ._2sin2 _y cos 5-yy dy = 4-_0 {02 + 35 sin [3,_f(:c)] - 42 sin [5,ff(x)] + 15sin [7._f(x)] } (Cgd)
b 1 {sin 3 [_/f(x)] -- 1} (C10a)Gzyl = - 7cos_TY sin2 7Y dy = -_(=)
b 1 {sin ['_f(z)]- 1}- 1 {sin [5"/f(z)]- 1} (Ci0b)_ Gzu3 = - "ycos '_y sin "yysin 3"_y dy =(_)
Gzya = - '7cos _y sin _y sin 5"/y dy = (4 + 7 sin [3"Tf(x)] - 3 sin [7,_f(x)]) (C 10c)
(,)
Hzo = cos2 3"7y dy = [b- f(x)l- _ sin[fTf(z)] (Clla)(_)
Hzl = cos'Ty cos23"/y dy = {72 - 5sin[7_f(z)] - 7 sin[5"/f(x)] - 70sin["/f(z)]} (Cllb)
(_)
H_a = cos333'y dy = (sin[37f(x)]{sin2[3"/f(z)] - 3} - 2) (Cllc)
(_)
ff ,:,:u'71
," Hzs = cos23_ycos 53,y dy = _-g-__{72 - 55 sin[fff(x)] - 22 sin[53,f(z)l - 5 sin[ll"/f(x)]} (Clld)
(_)
= 9"72sin 2 3",/ydy = 9_,2 [b- f(x)] + _ sin[6'Tf(x)] (C12a)H_o (_)
/;H_I ---- 9'7" sin- • 23_ycos 3T dy = 5-_{689 + 5 sin[73,f(x)] + 7sin[5"lf(x)] - 70sin[3,f(x)]} (C12b)(x)
/;Hy3 = 9W2sin23_/y cos 3"/y dy= -'7{1 + sina[3"/f(z)]} (C12c)(x)
Hys = 9",/2sin 23?ycos5"/y dy = {28 - 55sin['),f(z)] + 22sin[5"),f(z)] - 5sin[ll3,f(z)]} (C12d)
(_)
b --3 ( 1 {5sin[7"Tf(z)]- 7sin[5"/f(x)]}) (C13a)Hxy_ = - 3"Tsin'lysin3'Tycos3_y dy = -_ 3 +(_)
f 1 {1 + sina[3'Tf(x)]} (C13b)H_3 = - 3"_sin_ 33'y cos 33' dy = -_(_)
H_u5= - 37sin3_.ycos3'Tysin5_/ydy = {12- IIsin["/f(z)]+ sin[ll"/f(z)]} (C13c)
(,)
Fffio= ¢=)cosa 57y dy = [b- f(z)l - sin[10_f(x)l (C14a)
= cos _Tcos I 5"/y dy {300 - 198sin['Tf(z)] - 11siniO_/f(z) ] - 9sin[ll'_f(z)]} (C14b)




Fz5 --- cos3 5'7y dy = {2 - 3 sin{5'7f(z)] + sin3[5'7f(x)] } (C14d)
= 25"/2 sin2 5'7y dy = --_ b - f(:v) + sin[10'7f(x)] (C15a)F_o (=)
ff 25"7_294 + llsin[9"7.f(x)] 9sin[ll'Tf(z)]} (C15b)Fvl 25"72cos 'Tysin2 5'7y dy -_.
198 sin['Tf(z)] +
.'_ (=)
/;• Fy3 = 25"72cos3"Tysin 2 5'7y dy = 25'7 f -164 - 182 sin[3'Tf(x)] + 39sin[7'Tf(x)],. _ (=) 1092"
+ 2 sin[13'Tf(x)] } (C15c)
: ff s3F,s = 25'72sin2 5"7ycos 5"7y dy = -- { 1 - sin3[5"Tf(x)] } (C15d)! (=)
b= -__[ 5'Tsin'Tysin5"Tycos5"Ty dy = {30- 11 sin[9'Tf(z)] + 9sin[ll'Tf(x)]} (C16a)Fz_l
:" r F=y3 = - 5"Tsin3'TysinS'Tycos5'Ty dy = 20+ 13sin[7'Tf(z)]- 7sin[13'Tf(z)]} (C16b)
: C=)
• F=ys= - 5"7sin25'7ycos5"7ydy = -_{sinz[5'Tf(x)]- I} (C16c)(=)
/, { 1 }. b -I sin[2'Tf(x)] + _ sin[4'Tf(x)] (C17a)P_o = cos 'Tycos 3'7y dy = :t_(=)
/; )(" Pzl = cos2'Tycos3'Tydy = 1- {3sin[5_f(z)]+ 10sin[3'Tf(x)]% 15sin['Tf(z)]} (C17b)
- /; )' Pz3 = cos'Tycos23'7ydy = -_ 36- {5sin[7'Tf(z)]+ 7sin[5'Tf(z)l+ 70sin['T/(z)l} (C17c)- (_)
ZP=s = cos'Ty cos 3'7y cos 5'7y dy(=)
, ---_ {40- 63 sin['Tf(z)]- 21 sin[3'Tf(z)]- 9sin[7"Tf(z)]- 7 sin[9"/f(z)]} (Cl7d)
_b -3"7{sin[2"Tf(x)]- _sin[4"Tf(z)]} (C18a)= 3'72sin 'Tysin 3'7y dy =
/; ;(I )Pul = (=)3"72cos'Tysin'Tysin3"Ty dy = 1 + {sin[5_/f(z)] - 5sin['Tf(z)]} (C18b)
P_3 = 3"7_sin'Tysin3"Tycos3"Ty dy = _-_ 3+ {Ssin[7"/f(z)]- 7sin[5"/f(z)]} (C18c)(=)
/;P_s = 3"72sin 'Tysin 3_/y cos 5'7y dy





Pz_l = - 3"/ cos _y sin 'Tysin 3"Tydy = -g 1 + {sin[5"/f(z)] - 5sin['7f(z)]} (Cl9a)(_)
/; )P, ya = - 3"Tcos'Tysin 23'7y dy = -_-_ 17 + i{5sin[7'7f(z)] + 7sin[5'7f(z)] - 70sin['Tf(z)]} (C19b)(_)
/;= - 3'7cos '7ysin 3"7ysin 5"7//dy
I
= - _ {44 - 63 sin[q,f(z)] - 21 sin[3'7f(z)] + 9 sin[7'7f(z)] + 7 sin[9"/f(z)]} (C19c)
b
Py_ =-f/(_)'7sin2'Tycos3'7y dy= 1 (7-l{3sin[5'Tf(z)]-1Osin[3'7f(z)]+ 15sin['7f(z)],) (C2Oa)
I _ 1(I )Pyx3 = - 'Tsin '7ysin 3"Tycos 3_/y dy = -_-_ 3 + {5sin[7"Tf(z)] - 7sin[5'7f(z)]} (C20b)(_)
/;Py_s = - '7sin '7ycos 3'7y sin 5'7y dy(_)
= _ {68 - 63 sin['7f(x)] + 21sin[3"Tf(z)] - 9 sin[7'7f(x)] + 7 sin[9"Tf(z)] } (C20c)
Qzo = cos'7ycos5"7ydy= - {3sin[4'7f(z)]+ 2sin[6'7f(x)]} (C21a)(z)
jf/b --IQx] = cos2"Tycos5"/ydy = 4 _{8 + 35sin[3'7f(z)]+ 42sin[S'Tf(z)]+ 15sin[7'7f(x)]) (C21b)(_)
Qz3 = cos "TYcos 3_/y cos 5'7y dy
(_)
1
- 252"7{40 - 63sin{'Tf(z)] - 21 sin[3'7f(x)] - 9 sin[7'7f(z)] - 7 sin[9'7f(z)] } (C21c)
f7 oov 1Q_s = cos'Tycos25'7ydy= o-gT=._.{200- 198sin['7f(z)]-11sin[9'7f(z)]-9sin[11'Tf(z)])(C21d)(_)
b 5"7,f2Q,o = 5'72sin "Tysin 5'7y dy = _. sin[6'Tf(z)] - 3 sin[4'Tf(z)]} (C22a)(z)
b 5'7Qyl = 5'72sin'Tycos'Tysin5"/y dy = - _-_{4 + 7sin[3'Tf(z)] - 3sin[7"Tf(z)]} (C22b)
Qll3 = 5'72sin'Ty cos 3'7y sin 5'7y dy
(_)
= _2 {68 - 63 sin['Tf(z)] + 21sin[3'Tf(z)] - 9 sin[7'Tf(x)] + 7 sin[9'Tf(z)]} (C22c)
Q,s = 5'72sin"Tysin5'7ycon5'7ydy = {20- 11sin[9'Tf(z)]+ 9sin[ll'Tf(z)]l, (C22d)(z)





Q,u3 = - 5'7cos "Tysin 3"7ysin 5"7y dy(x)
= _ {44 - 63 sin['Tf(z)] - 21 sin[3"Tf(z)] + 9 sin[7_,f(z)] + 7 sin[9"Tf(x)] } (C23b)
Q_y5= - 5"Tcos'Tysin_5_,ydy = {196- 198sin[_/f(x)]+ llsin[9"Tf(x)]+ 9sin[llq,f(z)]}(C23c)
(x)
Qyxl = -- "Tsin_ "Tycos 5'7y dy = {92 + 35 sin[3_f(z)] - 42sin[5"Tf(x)] + 15 sin[7"Tf(z)]} (C24a)(_)
Qy=3 = - "7sin-yy sin 3"7y cos 5'7y dy
(._)
1
= _ { 100 - 63 sin['Tf(x)] + 21sin[3"Tf(x)] + 9 sin[7'Tf(z)] - 7 sin[9qf(z)] } (C24b)
fl b -1Qyxs = - 'Tsin "Tysin 5"Tycos 5"Tydy = 3-_ {20 - 11 sin[9"Tf(x)] + 9sin[ll-_f(z)]} (C24c)(-)
b --1
R_o = cos3'Tycos5"Ty dy = _-y=.{4sin[2"Tf(x)] + sin[8"Tf(x)]} (C25a)
(_) Iu'T
R,,1 = cos "TYcos 3"7ycos 5"7y dy
(=)
_" 1
= _ {40 - 63 sin['Tf(x)] - 21 sin[3'Tf(z)] - 9 sin[7"Tf(x)] - 7 sin[9'Tf(x)]} (C25b)
/;R_3 = cos2 3'7ycos 5"7y dy(x)
1
= _ {72 - 55 sin['yf(x)] - 22 sin[5"_f(z)] - 5 sin[ll-yJ (x)]} (C25c) .
jf/b {200+ 182sin[3"Tf(x)] + 39sin[7"yf(x)] + sin[13"Tf(x)]} (C25d)Rz5 = cos 3"7ycos2 5"yy dy = •"7u_0"2_'-
21
(x)
R_o = 15'72sin 3"7ysin.5"Tydy = {sin[8'Tf(z)] - 4 sin[2'Tf(z)] } (C26a)
(x)
Ryl = 15'72cos _y sin 3_y sin 5"7y dy
' (ffi)
" --- _{445W- 63 sin['Tf(z)] - 21 sin[3'Tf(z)] + 9sin[7"Tf(z)] + 7 sin[9"/f(z)]} (C26b)
R,,_ = 15"TUsin3wcos3'Tysin5'Ty dy = {12- llsin['T/(x)]+ sin[11"Tf(z)]} (C26c)
(ffi)
/_,5; 15,,/u,in3-_sin5-_cos5-_ d_-- {2O+ 13sinlT"ff(x)]- 7sin[_a-ff(x)]} (C_d)
. (_)
i Rz_l= - 5_sin_ycos3',/ysin5W dy
(ffi)




jffb sin['7f(x)] + sin[11'7f(x)] } (C27b)
-5
Rxy3 = - 5'7sin 3'7y cos 3'7y sin 5"7y dy = _ {12 1.1.(_)
Rxy5 = - 5'7cos 3'7y sin 2 5'7y dy = {164 + J82sin[3'Tf(z)] - 39sin[7"Tf(x)]
(_) i
- 21 sin[13'Tf(z)]} (C27c)
b
P,_xl = - 3"Tsin"Tysin 3"Tycos 5"Ty dy(_)
= 1 {25 - 63 sin['Tf(x)] + 21sin[3'Tf(x)] + 9 sin[7_/fgx)] - 7 sin[9'Tf(x)] } (C28a)84
Ryz3 = - 3'Tsin2 3'Tycos5'Ty dy = {28 - 55sin['Tf(z)] + 22s:n15'Tf(z)] - 5sin[ll'Tf(_)]} (C28b)
(_)
b _/.
R_5 = - ] 3'7 3in 3qy sin 5'7y cos 5'7_ dy = _ {20 + 13 sin[7'Tf(x)] - 7 sin[13'Tf(x)]} (C28c)
Jf (_) _o_
: The strain energy of the plate due to the out-of-plane bending action is
_. UB = Dll (w,°_) 2 + D22 (w.°_y)2 + 2D12w°_w°,uy + 4D66 (w,°u) 2 dy dx (C29)(_)
Substituting the buckling displacement series (eq. (C2)) into this expression and integrating over y yields
F cUs = {wIT[C]{w} dx (C30)c I
where I
'C11 0 Cx3 C14 0 C16 C17 0 C19 !
C22 0 0 C2s 0 0 C2s 0
C33 C34 0 C36 C37 0 Cz0
C44 0 C46 C47 0 C49
[C]= Css 0 0 Css 0 (C31) i




The nonzero expressions appearing in [C] are given by 1
C11 = D2_Gm C33 = DllG_o C55 = 4DeeH_0 I
C13 = D12GB2 C34 = DI2PBI2 CsS = 4DseRyo 1
Cl4 = Du2Pm C3e = DnPzo Gee = DnHxo
C,e = D.uPeu, C_7 = D,uQm_ Ce7 = D,_Rs,_
C_ = D_uQm Czo = D_Qxo Ceo D_:R,o (C32)
C_ = D_uQsu_ C_4 = D._aHm C77 = DaaFm
C,_ = 4DeeG_o C4_ = Dz_Hsa C7o = Dz_Fsu
Cu_ = 4DeeP_o C47 =- DuuRm Css = 4DeeFuo





[ Gm = (_) "I4 cos2 "rVdy = _- [b -/(_)] - 2_ sin[2"/f(z)] (C33a)
Gs2 = - _2cos2.7ydy = [b-/'(=)1 - _in[2_f(_)l (C33b)
.. -7
HB, =- 81"74cos23.7y dy = --_ [b- f(x)] - sinl6'7/(x)] (C33c)
-, (_)
9.72cos23'7y dy : -972
HB2 = - ',2) _ [b - f(z)] - sin[6.7f(x)] (C33d)
Fm= 625"/4cos2 5'7y dy = 62574 b - f(x) - sm[lO3,f(z)] (C33e)
I / ' }Fa2 = - 25.72cos2 5'7y dy = -2572 b- f(z) - sin[10'Tf(x)] (C33f)
b _9.73 .Pm= 9.74cos .TYcos 3"/y dv = _ {sm[4.Tf(=)] + 2 sin[2"tf(z)]} (C33g)(=)
? I PB12 = - 9.72cos _.y cos 3.7y dy = {sin[4.Tf(x)] + 2 sin[2.Tf(x)]} (C33h)
, (=)
" PB21 = - / .72cos.Tycos3wy dy = _{sin!4.Tf(x)] + 2sini2.Tf(z)]} (C33i)
- : J)'(2) 0
/;RBt = 225.74cos3.Tycos5.Ty dy = -22523
. (=) 1----_{4 sin[2.Tf(x)] + sin[8.Tf(z)]} (C33j)
RBi2 = - 25.72cos 3.7y cos 5"_y dy = {4 sin[2.Tf(x)] + sin[8.Tf(zl] } (C33k)
(=)
-,. f/b 9'7RB21 = - 9"72cos 37y cos 5'7y dy = _-_{4 sin[23f(z)] + sin[87f(x)}} (C331)(2)
/;QBI = 25_4 cos.Tycos5"ly dy = -25.73(,,.) 2----4--{3 sin[4.Tf(x)] + 2 sin[6.Tf(z)] } (C33m)
QBI2 = -- 25'72COS.TyCOS5'7y dy = {3 sin[4.Tf(z)] + 2 sinl6'T/(z))} (C33n) :
(_)
QB21 = - .72cos.Ty cos 5.7y dy = {3 sin[4.Tf(x)] + 2 sin[6.Tf(z)] } (C33o)
(=)
: As in reference 1, the stability problem can be expressed by
'. 6(U,s + Uv) = 0 (C34)
' This variational statement can be expressed as a functional containing the unknown functions in the buckling
displacement and the_.rderivatives_ that is,
t






The following ordinary differential equations Pnd boundary conditions are obtained using the Euler-Lagrange
equations of variational calculus on equation (C35):
Differential equations (on -c < z < c)
& b--_ +_ b_7 =°
OF d (OF) d" (OF)
Boundary condition8 (at x = -I-c)
/d=ow_'/ 6w3= o _.
_ _ _, / 6ws=0 _w_= 0
Alternately, the system of ordinary differential equations can be written in operator form as
/L3,(.) L33(.)L_(-) _(=) =a |I-/3,(-)H33(.IH3_(.)| ,,,_(=) (C3S)
: LL_,(-)L53(')L55(') wsCz) [Ss,(.)//53(')Hss(')J ws(x)
: where
LI,(') = 10,3(-) + 6"33(')"1" - [022(')']' + 1Cl1(') + 013C.) tt]
' [ 2_(')1+ c,_(.)+c_6(.)"1LI3(') = [C34(') + C36(')"]" - C t ,
C 1%Ill II, L_(.)= [c_(.)+ 3o_.,j - [c28(.)']'+ Cl_(.)+c,,(.)"]
La,(.) = [C,6(') + C36(')"]" - [C2s(')']' + C_4(') + C_4(')"]
L_3(.)[c,6(.)+c_6(.)"]" "' .= - [c,_(.),+ ;c,,(.)+c,_(.)"] (c3o)
Las(') = [067(') + C69(')"]" - [C58(')'] t "Jr" C47(') "{- 049(') it]
C 1%llltlL_,(.)= [C,o(.)+ _.,_-,_ - [C_,(.)']'+ cirC.)+C_7(.)"1
L53(.)= [C_(.)+ C_(.)"]"- [C_,(.)']'+ C_(.)+C_,(.)"I
L_(.)= [C,_(.)+C_,(.)"I"- [css(.)T+ c_(.) +c_(.)"]
and
' /'h, (') = [G,=(.) + C=2(')'l' - [C,(.) + Ga=(.)' l
Haz(.)= [C=4(')+ C2,(')'l'- [G,,(.)+ C,s(.)']
S,_(')= [Gn,(.)+ Gas(')']'- [G,_(.)+ G,s(')']
/-/3,(')= [G,s(')+ G_(')'I'- [G,4(.)+ Gn4(.)']
H33(') = [G4_(') + e,,(.)']' - [G44(.) + G,.,(.)'I (C40)
H35(')= IGor(')+ Gs,(.)']'- [C4@)+ e4,(.)']
H_,(.)= [G,s(')+G_8(')']'-[G,,(.)+ G_,(.)']




The specific boundary conditions considered in this study are given in terms of the unknown functions as follows:
Simply supported edge, at x = +c
. , w,(+c)= o wT(±cl.-.o}w3(+c)= o _'(+c) 0 (c4i),,,'5(±_) ;: ic)
Clamped edges aL x = +c
' (±c) O}
._ wl(±c)= 0 wI =
• w3(±c) 0 ,'
-----" 1_3 (±c) = 0 (C42)




Finite Difference Equations for S = 3
For the case of S = 3, the differential equations of the buckling problem are
3
Z {L2,-x.2,-t [w2,-l(x)]- AH2,-1,2,-z [w2i-l(z)]} =0 (i= 1,2,...,S) (D1)
3=1
Expressions for the differential operators are given by equations (C39) and (C40). Applying the difference expressions
for the operators given by equations (6) and (7) to equations (C39) and (C40) yields the following finite difference
equations (superscript i refers to the ith difference station):
[Lll(wl)]i I_,_i-2 _,i i-! i i .-.i i+l +Eiwi+2= ...zwl + _2w I + E_wl + r qw I s 1
[L,3(w3)]'-" ,-2 -, ,-i , , -, ,+1 -, ,+2
[Lls(Ws)]' "' ,-2--._,, ,-z , ,--, ,+1 .-, ,+2= 511W5 t- A_I2WS "1-EI3W5 "t- _Y.Cl4W$ "_-_15W5
[L3,(w,)]'= ,r",w,'-2+ r2w,"'-* + F_w,'' + F_w_+"+ F_w_+2
": [Lss (wa)]'--_"- eW3'-2 + r_wa'_' '-' + ._"'"*sw37-_P'.-ow3'+' +f_ow_ +2 (D2)
• " ,'_m i--I _ i " ' rn /+2
_" [Lss(ws)] i = F_lW_-2 +/'i2Ws + EsWs + FlZ4w_+1 + l'isW s
- ni i--I i i D i .i+1 IDi. iTS[Lsz(Wz)]* = P_w_-2 + t'2wl + P_wz +" 4% +'s%
[Lsa(w3)]' n' ,-2 _i ,-1 , , " " _, ,+2= • 6Ws + I"TW3 "bP_w a + P_w_3+1 + rioW a
[tss(Ws)]_ -, ,-2 n' i-z ' ' n'- i+l .,. ,+2= rizw s +., zuWs + P_3ws -I-., 14w5 ...tt- ,z ISU.'5
• and
." [Hll(Wl) ]` = Z]2W''" "-' + D*aw_+ ..w."*'+'
-" [Hta(wa)]' = n' .-1 + DsWs', + rli.,+zuTtO 3 _'9w3
[HIS(W,)]i " ,-, + Dhw_+ _' ..,'+1
-----J./l 2tO$ J-,"14 w5
[Hsl(wO]' _, ,-I , _ _ _+_= E,X2'U )1 .,1t- G31M)1 ,-_ LT4_O l
(//s_(_3)] _' '-_ ' ' '-'+'• = + Ggw3 (D3)(._ 7103 Jr- Gsw 3
[H_sC_s)]' _' '-_ ' '_-' "'+_-._ 121Z.' 5 -{- GI3*W 5 T ,J14w5
[Hs_(_,)]' _' '-' ' ' "" '+_= ,,_wz + H_wz + n4w t
[Hsd_._)]' "" '-_ ' ' "' '+_= nz2Ws + Hza'Ws+ *.'z4"-'5
where
=
= +°'-',, (<,+ ') ,








', E_I = r:,,-lj^4
"'39 1_-'_
E_,-(_,+_,__;,,,)/,,,__(_,+<;1/"'i
i E.I,=q, _(2cI,,,+2_, c_;'/' ,-,.,+,,',_/,,,
. _,. j/.-,+(_,+.,,q,+_;,)/,,, _,,,,_
, i E_,_(c_,+<_,-o;r")/,,,-,(<o+o_,)/,,,
: El5 = qj+'/.,v'
i,
: F; = O'_-lzA436 /
"_ £_=cl;'/A'
",, F_ = C_g' / A4
., ,'_--(<o+<o.-c_;,,,)/,,,_,(<,+ _,)/,,, ,:i"
I "_--<,-("q,,-o:,+"'-o;;',')/,,,+(q,+,o_+o_;.,)/,,, _o,_ '
: ,,-_=(<o+<_,-_;_,,,)/,,,,(<,+<_,)/,,,i Fro- '+' "
. - cl_ Ia
! ,";,--q,- (,c_,.+o_,_o;;.,,__,_.,,,)/,,,+(o_.,+ ,o_,+°_')/"' _,,,,_
, rh = c_+,/_.,
:{





P_= c_;' l " "
,,_-<,_(,c_,+,<,_..,_'+"'__,,-,,,)/,,,+(<_+,+,<,+<_,)/,,, _D,,)
'+',' (<°+ )/"',,__-(c_,+c_'-<,)/"'-' <_+'
.-. pio=C_+,l ,,,
Pl,=c_,IA,
_c_,),.. -_(_,+_.,+,)/,,,p;, (c_,+c_+' '+'/' I,,_




- D_ = -G;4- \'-'2, + G;; '/,)/A' (D14)/:. D_=G2_ /A + :, -
• _-I/2 :2 _-I _ ID',2= G28 /A - (G27 - G,8) /2A
_,,, /r,_+ll2 ± _,-I/2'_ /A_ J (DIS)
-, Dis = -'-u_ - k'-'_7-'-'_//-
_+I/2 2 _,-_1 _[
D_4 =G,8 /A + (G27 -GI8) /2_
c_=-.a;,- (a;1'/__-_'-'/'_'=s //Zl= (DI6)
a; =a',;'/,/A, }









_'i e_=_,s ,- + -
t
I Hi, = G_;'/'/A' }
. = +(G*+.'"-0;;'"11A-(.+'.' ": _"ss +G_s;1/2)/A 2 (D21)
- . /.2__/+I/2 IA2
• /'/14 "ss /_
- ' The Cm and G_ terms appearing in equations (D4) through (D21) _,re defined in appendix C by equations (C?)
:i and (C32).
.)
-i Applying the difference expressions for the differential operators given in equations (D2) and (D3) to the governing
:',"! differential equations at each finite difference station on the interior of the one-dimensional domain results in a set
,i of homogeneous algebraic equations given by!
.; l/_]{w} = A[G}{w} (D22) ff
I The matrices l/f] and [0] are of dimension 3(M - 2) by 3(M + 2), where M is the number of finite difference stations.
•I To reduce the system of equations further and render them symmetric, the boundary conditions are applied. The I
i boundary conditions of interest in this study are given in appendix C by equations (C41) and (C42). The finite
" I difference expressions for the boundary conditions are obtained directly from the central difference expressions and i
t
. are summarized as follows:
i
Simply supported edges at z = :t:c
,,,I=,,,ff=o _ =-,,,2, _+1=,,,f'-']
,,,_=_ o _0-'_ "_+' "_-' I (D=3)'4=',,_ ,,,o -,4 '4" ' ,,','-'
Clampededoesatz = -l-c
_,I=,_=o ,:=_ ,,,,_+'=,,_-"1
i w] w_ 0 w° u)_ tom+' w_-' (D24)In the boundary conditions given by equations (D24), the first derivative is defined at full stations instead of at half




After applying the boundary conditions, the resulting system of equations constitutes a real, symmetric
generalized eigenvalue problem given by
I
J _s (D25)
K31 K33 K35 w3 =A gsl g33 I {735
Ks1 Kss Kss .gsl I gsa I gss
where
w3T {w32W3 W3M-X}/ (D26)_ _w_ _-'}
Because of the self-adjoint nature of the differential operators, it follows that
K3x = K_ g31= g_ /
: , Ksl = KTs gsl gTsI (D27)• s3 = T gs3 g_'s
Furthermore, as a result of the bending pnergy being positive definite, the matrix
KI1 KI3 KIs




matrix equations. In each of these matrices, the + symbol refers to the boundary condition on the loaded edges:
the plus sign corresponds to the loaded edges being clamped, and the minus sign corresponds to the loaded edges
being simply supported.
"(E_±El) E,_E_ 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0
E_E3E_ 0 0 0... 0 0 0 0 0
E_E_E_ 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0
E_ E54 E_ 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0
".. : : : : :
= ' (D29)K. E_-_ E_-__-_ o o
_-, _,,,-,_-, o







'_ '(E2s ±E26) E_ E21o o o 0 o ... o o o o o o o
E_ E_ E_ _o o o o ... o o o o o o o
E_ _ E_ E_ E_o o o ... o o o o o o o
o E_ E_ E_ E_ E_oo ... o 0 o o 0 o 0
• Kl3= ' " (D30)
, o o o o o o o... E_-5 E#-5 E_-5 E_-5 _g-_ o 0
o o o o o o o... o _-_ _-_ _-_ W -_ Eg-_ o/
_"'_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 E M-3 E M-3 E M-3 E M-3 E M-3
' o o o o o o o ... o o o EM-_ EM-_ EM-2 EM-_
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 "'" 0 0 0 0 E6M-I E7M-1 (EsM-I*E1M0 -1)
(EV_+Ef,) Eh Eh o o o o... o o o o o o o
" E_,_ Eh Eh Eh o o o... o o o o o o o
:- _, et_Eh Eh et_ o o ... o o o o 0 o o
o Eh E,__h EL E_ o ... o o o o o o o
: " KIs = : : : : : ! i ... : : : : : " : (D31)
' o o o o o o o... _-_ E_-_ E_-_ E_-_ _-_ o o
o o o o o o o... o E_-__-4 _-_ E_-_ _-_ o
o o o o o o o... o o _-_ _-_ _-_ E_-_ E_-_
o o o o o o o... o o o _-_ _-_ E_-_ E_-_
o o o o o o o ... o o o o E;,-' r._-' (_-"_E_-b
?
(Ft±Ft) F_F_o o o o o ... o o o o o
F_ F_ Fpo0 00... 0 0 0 0 0
FRF_FPo00... 0 0 0 0 0
Ft F_ F_O 0 "'" 0 0 0 0 0
•. : : : : :
Kss = ' (D32)
FM-_ F¢ -_ FIMo-_ 0 0
! F_-4 F_-4 F_-" o
; FM-3 FM-3 FIMo0-3
FBM-2 F¢ -_





(#_±r_) r,_ r_ o o o o ... o o o o o o o
#_ #_ r,_ _,_ o o o ... o o o o o o o
F_, F_,F_,F_4#5 0 0 .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o #_ r_, r_ r,_4#5 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
: : : : : : : : : : : : :
K35 = '" (D33)
o o o o o o o ..,-_-_ ,,_-5 F_-° F_-5 F_-_ o o
o o o o o o o... o _-_ _-' _-' _-' F_-' o
o o o o o o o... o o _-_ F_-_ F_-" _-_ F_-_
o o o 0 0 o o--- o o o _-' F_-_ _-' r_-'
o o o o o o o... o o o o _-' r_-_ (_-_-_
(P_+P_) PI, P_s o o o o ... o o o o o
#_P_p_ o o o... o o o o o
" p_ p_ p_ o o... o o o o o
P513 P_4 P55 0 "" 0 0 0 0 0
".. : • . : •
Kss = (D34)
15
PIM3-4 PM-4 P M-4 0
Symmetric (ply- 1 ± pM-1)
The elementsofthematricesaredefinedby equations(D4)through(DI2)and M isthenumber ofdifference
stations.The gO submatricesaresimilartotheK 0 submatriceswiththeE_ beingreplacedby D_',theF_ being




Modificationsfor the Stress LoadingCase
When specifying the stress loading case, differential equations (B57) and boundary conditions (B62) must be
modified to eliminate any rigid body displacements of the plate. The modifications used in this study are presented
: in this appendix.
Examination of equations (B57) indicates that the first and eighth differential equations are independent of the
others. From the eighth differential equation, y_ = 0, the solution can be obtained directly as Ys = Yss, a constant.
To separate the system and make use of PASVAR, the equations are redefined as follows:
_)o= _1 l)s = _6 !)o = yll ]
_1 = _2 _6 = Y7 _I0 Y12 I (El)
_2 : _/3 1.07 = _/9 _11 Y13
_3 = y4 _s = _10 _12 _14
, Redefining the unknown variables leads to the following set of differential equations for PASVAR:
(E2a)All AllDen1
_ = -'-_-]]3A12"7Y5+ S'3Y88+ f6_TA11Den1"_ fSY8 + f9_9 (E2b)
_ = _ 5A_127,_s + f4Yss + fT_ + fg,_s + f10,_9 (E2c)A]lDenl
_4 = "/'_1 + 015YlO "_ 016Yll "[" 017_12 (EZd) :Ae6Den2
Y_ = 3'7Y2 + 01sYlo + 01sYll + 019_12 (E2e_AeeDen2
_ = 5"7_3+ 017_o + 0_o,_ + 0_o_ (E2f)A6eDen2
_ = -3"_I_H (E2h)
_ = -5_i_ (E2i)
Y_O= AllAaa - A _ Ar_ .
All I_,.,/(_12v0 _}.,,,/flS_4 -t-3"/_4_5"%5"7_I_6)+ _11 'TY't (E2j)
_l_l AllAaa - A_2 3,_(f13Vo 3A12"7_s (E2k)
= All + 'Tf14Y4+ 3_fle_s + 5'Tf/ll_e) +
_ a 5Ala /_o
flea = A_lAaaAll A_a 5'7(fl_ovo + 'Tfl_aY4+ 3"Tf}_l_s + 5"/iliads) + (E2I)
Upon solutionofthis ystemofequations,thedisplacementcomponentYoisobtainedby directintegrationfthe
followingdifferentialequation:





The expressions for the stress resultants given by equations (B63) become
i
Nzo -- Den1 (E4a)
Nzl = S'2Y88 "_ S'5_7 "_ S'SYS "_ ¢7Y9Denl (E4b)
N_3 = _3yss + _s_7 + _'s_s+ S'9_9Denl (E4c)
Nzs = f4Yss + fT_7+ fo_s + flOYO (E4d)Denl
A 2 AI2 r,r
N_o = AriA22 - 12vo + _ (E4e)
All All "lvzO
Nyl AIIA22 - A 2 A12 _r
= " An 12_/_4+ An_'_v_l (E4f)
3_AriA22 - A 2 A12N_3
= A1 x2 _/YS + N=3 (E4g)
Nv5 = 5 ALIA22 - A22 3'Y6 + AI2 _,r (E4h)
. - All AI'-_ lvz°
Nxyl = 015_I° "_ 016_II "_-017_12Den2 (E4i)
016_10 "[-018_11 "1"019Y12
Nzy3 -- Den2 (E4j)
N,_s = 017_0 + 019_11+ 02o_12Den2 (E4k)
The boundary conditions for the system of differential equations (E2) are obtained using plate equilibrium.
This procedure is described as follows. Using the expressions for the stress resultants given by equations (B39)
through (B41) with equations (B43) and (El) gives
Yas = N, of_l + Nxlf_2 + N_sfiz + N, sfllo (E5)
As mentioned previously, Yss is a constant, and this expression represents the axial force divided by 2A at any croos
section of the plate. Thus, equating the applied force at the loaded edges with equation (E5) multiplied by 2,_ yields
Yes = -bfi: (E6)




N=_3 (:t:¢) = 0 (E7)
N,3(±c)=o
N, ys(±c) = 0
Nfs(±c) - 0
Th_ corresponding 12 boundary conditions tor differential equations (E2) are obtained by eliminating two boundary
conditions from equations (ET). The boundary conditions to be eliminated are obtained directly from equation (F._)
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' by specifying
N=o(9::c) = _Yss ]
N=I (+c) = 0 I (E8)z3(+c)
Equilibrium equation (E5) requires that Nxs(:t=c) = 0, since f_lo(=Lc) is nonzero. Thus, the boundary conditions of
: differential equations (E2) are
_3_ss + _6_7+ _s_s + _9,_9= 0
(x = ±c) (E9)
015_10+ 016_11+ 0171712= 0
016_10+ 01s_11 + 019,012= 0
IL
017_t0 + 019_11+ 820_12 = 0
.: The remaining step in solving the stress loading case is to determine the value of the constant v0. The correct
value of vo is defined to be the value which makes the residual normal force acting on the unloaded edges negligible
compared with the applied loading. The net residual normal force on the unloaded edges is
/+c ,:" Pu(+b) = _ [A12uto(Z) + A22vo] dz (EIO) j
.I--C l
" ]
The applied load is
i
: P_(+c) 2fb= N=(+c,y) dy = 2)_YSS('4-c) (Eli)Js(=;
The constant Vo is related to the generalized displacements by
A12 1
Vo .... [uo(c) - uo(-c)] (E12)
: A_2 2c :
When the ph*e is. tress loaded, the displacements of the loaded edges, u°(:J:c), are not known a priori. However,








Appendix F IBCON boundary condition op:lon:
1 loaded edges clamped
User's Guide and Sample Problems ', loaded edges simply supported
ICTOU "v cutout shape option.
For a constant cutout size and plate width, the pro- 1 r,_ctangular cutout given by
gram can calculate the bucklw._ load and mode shape z = A and g = XI
for a plate for several aspect ratios. The buckling results 2 elliptical cutout given by
for the plate having the imti_l half-length, STARTC, (x/A)**2 -+ (y/XI)**2 = 1
are calculated. Then, the plate half-length is increased
by CINC, and the buckling results for the plate with the ILOAD loading option:
new aspect ratio are calculated. This incremental pro- 1 uniform edge displacement
cesscontinuesuntilthe bucklingresultsforthe plate 2 uniformedgestress
_ having the final half-length, STOPC, are calculated.
The program input data are simple and are contained Card 3: All, AI2, A22, A66
on four card images. The data on each card image are
described as follows: All,A12, membrane stiffness coefficients for
A22,A66 orthotropic plates
Card 1' CONV, CONF, NSTATS
: Card 4: Dll, D12, D22, D66 ,
CONV, CONF convergence tolerances on the pre-
.. bucklingdisplacementsand stresses, DII,D!2, bending3tiffnesscoefficientsfor
respectively D22.D66 orthotropicplates
: NSTATb number offinitedifferencestations To executemultipleanalyses,repeatcards2,3,and
4 foreachadditionalproblen..The programexecution
The valuescf CONV and CONF representhefinal
haltson reachingtheend ofinputdata.
maximum errorsinthedisplacementsand stressescal-
_: culated by PASVAP. These values do not have to be To Illustrate program use, two sample problems are
known exactly and should be specified in accordance presented.
with the magnitudes of the displaceraents and stresses
expected. CONV is much smaller than CONF since the Sample FrobL n I
displacements are several orders of magnitude smaller
than the stresses. The buckling load, buckling coe_cient, and critical
end shortening for a :_uare orthotropic plate with a
Card 2: A, X[, B, STARTC, CINC, STOPC, IPRINT, centrally located circular cutout are calculated. The
IBCON, ICTOUT, ILOAD plate is I0 inches on a side, and multiple analyses
are executed for ratios of cutout diameter to plate
A, XI cutout dimensions (see fig. I) width from 0 to 0.6. The stiffness coefficients of the
B plate half-width (see b on fig. I) orthotropic plate are gi-ren by
STARTC initial value of the plate half-length 118.698 0.566 0 ]
(seec on fig. 1) [A,j] = / 0.5_66 1.617 0 J x 10_ lb/in.L O 0 0.832
: CINC plate half-length increment for
' multiple aspect ratio calculations 115.582 0.472 0 ]
STOPC terminating valueoftheplate half- [D,,I=L0.4012 1.348 0 J x 102 lb/in.length 0 0.693
IPRINT output option: All edges of the plates are simply supported. The
1 minimum program output loading is a uniform edge displacement. The corre-







Card I: 1.0 6.2E+5 62 Sample Problem 2
Card 2:0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 I 2 2 1
The buckling load, buckling coefficient, and criti-Card 3:18.698E+5 0.566E+5 1.617E+5 0.832E+5
Card 4:15.582F.+20.472E+2 1.348E+2 0.693E+2 calend shorteningfora rectangularorthotropicplate
witha centrallylocatedrectangularcutoutarecalcu-
Card 5:0.5 0.5 5.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 I 2 2 I lated.Bucklingresultsarecalculatedforplateshaving
Card6:18.698E+50. 566E+5 I.617E+50. 832E+5 a widthofI0inchesand lengthsof20 inches,25inches,
Card 7:15.582E+20.472E+2 1.348E+20.693E+2 and 30 inches.The rectangularcutoutis2 incheswide
and 4 incheslongwitht_,_.2-inch-widesideperpendic-Card8:1.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 I 2 2 I
ulartotheloading.The stiffnesscoefficientsusedinC_'d 9:18.698E+5 0.566E+5 1.617E+5 0.832E+5
Card lO: 15.582E+2 0.472E+2 1.348E+2 0.693E+2 sample problem 1 are also used for this sample prob-
lem. The loaded edges are clamped, the unloaded edges
Card ll: 1.5 1.5 5.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 I 2 2 1 are simply supported, and the loading is a uniform edge
Card 12:18.698E+5 0.566E+5 1.617E+5 0.832E+5 stress. The corresponding input data are
Card 13:15.582E+2 0.472E+2 1.348E+2 0.693E+2
Card 14:2.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 1 2 2 i Cardl: 1.0 6.2E+5 42
Card 15:18.698E+5 0.566E+5 1.617E+5 0.832E*5 Card 2:2.0 1.0 5.0 10.0 2.5 15.0 I 1 1 2
. Card 16:15.582E+20.472E+2 1.348E+20.693E+2 Card 3:18.698E+5 0.566E+5 1.617E l 0.832E+5
Card 17:2.5 2.5 5.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 i 2 2 i Card 4:15.582E+2 0.472E+2 1.348E+20.693E+2i
Card 18:18.698E+50.566E+5 1.617E+50.832E+5
Card 19:15.582E+2 0.472E+2 1.348E+2 0.693E+2 The resultsobtainedfromBUCKO aresummarized
asfollows:
_" Card20:3.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 0.0 5.0 I 2 2 1
Card21:18.698E+5 0.566E+5 1.617E+50 832E+5 Aspect Buckling Buckling Criticalend
Card22:15.582E+2 0.472E+2 1.348E+20.693E+2 ratio load,Ib coefficientshortening,in.
2.0 1997 4.37 0.00283
As describedabove,cards2,3,and 4 arerepeated 2.5 1729 3.82 .00280L.
foreachcutoutsize.The resultsfrom BUCKO are 3.0 1511 3.34 .00283
summarizedforratiosof the holediameterto plate
widthd/W below.
_. Buckling Buckling Critical end
d/W load, lb coefficient shortening, in.
• 0 2037 4.50 0.00110
.1 1967 4.37 .00108
.2 1777 3.93 .00106
.3 1641 3.63 .00114
.4 1560 3.45 .00126
.5 1512 3.34 .00145
.6 1564 3.46 .00186
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